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Neutron Investigations of the Magnetic Properties of FexMn1−xS 
under Pressure up to 4.2 GPa1
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FexMn1−xS belongs to the group of strong electron correlations compounds MnO. We present here experi-
mental results for the antiferromagnetic iron–manganese sulfide system, based on X-ray and neutron diffrac-
tion studies. The neutron diffraction investigations were carried out at ambient conditions and at hydrostatic
pressures up to 4.2 GPa in the temperature range from 65 to 300 K. Our results indicate that the Néel
temperature of α-MnS increases up to room temperature by applying chemical ( ) or weak hydrostatic
pressure P. In Fe0.27Mn0.73S, the Néel temperature increases from 205(2) K (  GPa) to 280(2) K
(  GPa) and the magnetization at 100 K decreases by a factor of 2.5 when the hydrostatic pressure
increases from 0 to 4.2 GPa.
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1. INTRODUCTION
High-pressure-induced phase transitions followed

by the collapse of the localized magnetic moment are
theoretically predicted [1, 2] and observed [3, 4] in
strong electron correlations systems. -MnS belongs
to the transition-metal monoxides (MnO, FeO, CoO,
and NiO) with rock salt crystal structure and antifer-
romagnetic structure of type II [5–7]. The Mott tran-
sition in MnS at room temperature has been revealed
recently by the spectroscopic data at high pressure
( = 26 GPa) [7]. A rocksalt-to-MnP phase transi-
tion under compression accompanied by the Mn2+(d5)
spin-state transition from S = 5/2 to S = 1/2 was found
by Wang et al. [7] using pressure-dependent X-ray
emission spectroscopy. As the radius of the 3d-Fe2+

ion (0.83 Å) is lower than the Mn2+ one (0.92 Å), we
expect that chemical pressure induced by the substitu-
tion of Mn by Fe will change the physical properties of
MnS, similar to external pressure . Our previous
investigations [8] indicate that the cation substitution
of the manganese ions in MexMn1−xS leads to a
decrease in the cubic cell parameter a: in the case of Fe

from  Å ( ) to  Å
( ). This latter value of the cell parameter
corresponds to the value observed in MnS with an
external pressure of 4–5 GPa. Neutron diffraction
experiments of FexMn1−xS samples have been per-
formed using the thermal powder diffractometer
D1A@ILL and the single crystal diffractometer
TriCS@SINQ. Results indicate an increase in the
Néel temperature  from 150 K for  to 200–
220 K for  [8]. The Mott transition in
FexMn1−xS was observed at room temperature. The
samples with  have semi-metal electri-
cal properties and an optical reflection spectrum
which is for  and room temperature almost
independent of pressure [8, 9]. The increase in the cell
parameter is accompanied by a decrease in the resis-
tance by six orders of magnitude in comparison to
MnS.

In this investigation, we present novel data of the
semimetal Fe0.27Mn0.73S compound under external
pressure P using neutron powder diffraction tech-
nique.
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2. SAMPLES AND EXPERIMENTAL 
TECHNIQUE

Microstructures and chemical compositions of
FexMn1−xS single crystals were investigated by scan-
ning electron microscopy (SEM) using a JEOL JSM-
7001F equipped with an energy dispersive X-ray spec-
trometer (Oxford Instruments). The Néel temperature
has been determined for FexMn1−xS single crystals and
polycrystalline sample with  at ambi-
ent pressure, using the D1A, IN3 (both ILL, Greno-
ble) and TriCS (SINQ/PSI, Villigen) neutron instru-
ments. A neutron powder diffraction study of
FexMn1−xS ( , ∼30 mm3 powder) has been
carried out at the high f lux spectrometer IN8 (Institut
Laue–Langevin, ILL) using the elastic configuration
(  Å–1,  Å) at temperatures
between 2 and 300 K and pressure up to 42 kbar
(4.2 GPa). To reject higher harmonics contamination,
a PG filter has been installed after the sample. The
polycrystalline sample was mixed with a pressure-
transmitting medium (deuterated ethanol/methanol)
and loaded to the Paris–Edinburgh cell. To control
the temperature, we installed a calibrated Cernox,
CX1050, X47001 thermoelement inside the cryostat.
At ambient pressure, we measured of the neutron dif-
fraction spectra in the temperature range of 2 and
250 K. Pressure ( ) had to be applied at elevated tem-
perature (77–290 K) to avoid freezing of the pressure
transmitting medium. For fast cooling of the Paris–
Edinburgh (PE) cell within the closed cycle cryostat
having a limited cooling power, liquid N2 was filled
directly into the sample area and pumped out once a
temperature of around  K has been reached.
Due to the large mass of the PE cell, there was a large
inertia. The whole system was too slow to wait for the
stabilization of selected predefined temperatures.
Alternatively, we have chosen fixed values for the
external heating power in order to obtain heating rates
adapted to our data collection times. The method and
technique for neutron diffraction studies under pres-
sure are described in [10, 11]. The compressor was
used in pressure experiments. The sample pressure
value at neutron investigations was determined from
the ILL pressure calibration curves.

For higher pressures and room temperature, X-ray
diffraction (XRD) powder measurements have been
performed using a diamond anvil cell, and a 1 : 4 mix-
ture of ethanol and methanol as a pressure-transmit-
ting medium. These measurements were carried out at
Osaka University. The pressure was determined by
using the ruby f luorescence method.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
AND DISCUSSION

Figure 1 shows the change in the cubic cell volume
(NaCl structure) determined from powder and single
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crystal neutron diffraction data for FexMn1−xS under
chemical pressure (X). Values range from an external
pressure  to 6 GPa and at room temperature
(RT). For comparison, the literature data for MnS [7]
are added in Fig. 1. One easily can see that the lattice
compression of MnS under chemical pressure (X) at
ambient and fixed temperature is similar to its depen-
dence on pressure ( ). It has been found, that the lat-
tice volume of MnS decreases by 2.6% under chemical
pressure X(Fe) and by 2.9% under hydrostatic pres-
sure for .

The investigations of the chemical compositions of
FexMn1−xS indicate that the real chemical composi-
tion for each sample differs from the indicated one by
not more than of .

Insert of Fig. 1 presents the dependence of the crit-
ical pressure  for the transition from insulate to
semimetal state in the system FexMn1−xS, obtained
from the data investigations of samples by the optical,
structural and electrical methods [12–14]. The data
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Fig. 1. Normalized cell volume V for FexMn1−xS at RT
versus the composition ( ) and pressure ( ): (top/right)

 under ambient pressure  and (bot-
tom/left)  under pressure for . The
lattice parameters a (NaCl-structure type) were measured
by X-ray diffraction for  (MnS) and neutron diffrac-
tion (D1A and IN8@ILL, TriCS@SINQ). For compari-
son, the literature value for MnS has been added [7, 17,
18]. Insert: the dependence of the critical pressure  for
the transition from insulate to semimetal state in the sys-
tem FexMn1−xS.
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indicate that the critical pressure  decreases with
increasing chemical pressure (X) at room temperature.

Figure 2 shows the neutron diffraction spectra of
polycrystalline Fe0.27Mn0.73S samples measured at
ambient conditions and at 100 K using D1A@ILL
(  Å) for the antiferromagnetic state (open
icons, 1) and 240 K for paramagnet state (closed
icons, 2). We followed the powder line for the mag-
netic (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) reflection for Fe0.27Mn0.73S to
establish the magnetic phase diagram under pressure.
The insert of Fig. 2 presents these results at 100 K. To
get reasonable statistics within the accepted tempera-
ture intervals available, the measuring time was
adapted to the temperature inertia of the setup. Simple
Gaussian function fitting was used for evaluating the
magnetic peaks as a function of temperature. For the
analysis of the data, the fitting parameters (back-
ground, the center of the peak, width FWHM and
maximum intensity) were iteratively adjusted and
fixed for the complete set of pressure values . The
intensities were normalized to a neutron monitor value
of 15000 corresponding to a counting time of around

cP

λ = .1 91

P

1 min per temperature. The square roots of the inte-
grated intensities ( ) of the neutron peak (1/2,
1/2, 1/2) at 100 K are illustrated in Fig. 3 as a function
of the corrected regulation temperature , the tem-
perature , and the interpolated real temperature of
the sample . The temperature dependence of the
square root of the intensities ( ) at the individual
pressure values is proportional to the magnetization of
the magnetic sublattice

(1)

 is the integrated intensity of the magnetic peak.
The magnetization close to the critical transition

temperature can be described by a power law with the
critical exponent for the magnetization :

(2)
Figure 3 shows the “magnetization” as obtained from
Eq. (1) as a function of the interpolated temperatures.
Lines are fits with the help of Eq. (2). The obtained
parameter of  lies within the interval 0.42–0.5 and is
intermediate between the Heisenberg 3D (0.367) and
Ginzburg–Landau (0.5) models. The choice of the
temperature range influences the fitting parameters.

We found a decrease in the sublattice magnetiza-
tion ( ,  is the peak intensity) with increas-
ing hydrostatic pressure for FexMn1−xS with 
(Fig. 3). For example, at 100 K the magnetization

 of the sample decreases nonlinearly by a factor of
2.5 with increasing pressure up to 42 kbar (4.2 GPa).

Figure 4 shows the (a) lattice parameter and (b)
magnetization  under pressure at  K. The
results are based on the observed change in the posi-
tion ), and the integrated intensity of the magnetic
peak (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) at different pressure values. Fig-
ure 4 presents the relative values.

The Néel temperature of the Fe0.27Mn0.73S sample
at ambient pressure was derived from D1A and IN8
data,  K. The shift of the Néel tempera-
ture up to 280 K was detected with increasing pressure
up to 42 kbar (4.2 GPa). Figure 5 presents the shift of
the Néel temperature in FexMn1−xS under ambient
pressure due to the chemical lattice pressure (due to
the cationic substitution, ) and the shift of the Néel
temperature for the fixed composition ( ,
Fe0.27Mn0.73S) under hydrostatic pressure ( ).

The obtained results indicate that the Néel tem-
perature of -MnS increases up to room temperature
by applying chemical or weak hydrostatic pressure.
The mechanism of the increase in the Néel tempera-
ture can be associated with a NaCl-lattice compres-
sion and an increase in the exchange integral due to
the increase in the degree of covalence and the metal-
lization.
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Fig. 2. (Color online) Neutron diffraction spectra of
Fe0.27Mn0.73S in the antiferromagnetic state at 100 K
(marked 1, open icons) and in the paramagnetic state
(240 K, marked 2, closed icons) are presented. The data
have been collected on the thermal powder diffractometer
D1A (  Å) at ambient pressure. The insert shows
the change in the magnetic peak (1/2, 1/2, 1/2) under
hydrostatic pressure at 100 K. The data has been obtained
at the high f lux spectrometer IN8@ILL (  Å).
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To clarify the mechanism for the found decrease in
the intensity of the magnetic peak, additional studies
are needed, for example, the Mössbauer investigation
of the samples at low temperatures. The local distor-
tion of the octahedral coordination of the cubic lattice
at 300 K in the FexMn1−xS system for 
had previously been established by Mössbauer spec-
troscopy [15]. The increase in the octahedral coordi-
nation distortion with hydrostatic pressure may lead to
a spin crossover and transition of the magnetic Fe2+

and Mn2+ ions from the high spin (HS) to the low-spin
(LS) state due to the change in splitting of the d-levels
for Fe2+ and Mn2+ ions by a crystalline field. For pure
MnS (S = 5/2) this transition to an intermediate spin
state with S = 3/2 (IS) is observed in the 15–30 GPa
range [7]. The change in the magnetic state for pure

-MnS (unlike classic BiFeO3 [2, 3]) occurs over a
wide range of pressures. Low-spin state is observed at
26 GPa according to [7]. The electronic doping in a
solid solution FexMn1−xS causes a decrease in the
value of the critical pressure  of the transition (insert
of Fig. 1). From here, we can suppose that the critical
hydrostatic pressure  for the semimetal sample
FexMn1−xS with  lower than MnS, and the
observed decrease in the neutron intensity  may
be the result of the change in the ion spin state.
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Fig. 3. (Color online)  for Fe0.27Mn0.73S versus the interpolated temperature  for different hydrostatic pressure values P
(data: IN8@ILL).
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Fig. 4. (Color online) (a) Normalized lattice volume and
(b) the magnetization  for Fe0.27Mn0.73S at  K
versus the hydrostatic pressure.
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The magnetization decrease may also be due to the
Villary piezomagnetic effect, which is characteristic of
antiferromagnets and indicates a change in the mag-
netic lattice symmetry. Such an effect was observed for
Fe81Si3.5B13.5C2 [15]. The inverse magnetostrictive
effect was observed earlier for FexMn1−xS, 
[16].

The further investigation and clarify the mecha-
nisms of the pressure influence on the magnetic prop-
erties of FexMn1−xS are actual.

4. CONCLUSIONS

The presented results of the neutron investigation
showed that the structural and magnetic properties of
the solid solutions of manganese monosulfide
FexMn1−xS were structurally dependent. These com-
pounds are perspective for applications, e.g., as mag-
netoelastic sensors due to the low values of the pres-
sure and for further research to understand the mech-

= .0 27x

anisms of changing the magnetic properties under
chemical and hydrostatic pressure.
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Fig. 5. (Color online) Dependence of the Néel tempera-
ture  on (a) chemical pressure due to doping for
FexMn1−xS at hydrostatic pressure  (b) for
Fe0.27Mn0.73S as a function of elevated hydrostatic pres-
sure . The data (a) has been obtained using the neutron
powder diffractometer D1A@ILL and the single crystal
neutron diffractometer TriCS@SINQ, whereas the data
(b) has been obtained from the spectrometer IN8@ILLA
shift of  has been observed, due to chemical pressure X
at ; (  K/at % Fe) and due to external
pressure at 100 K (  K/GPa).
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